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BETWEEN SEEING AND BEING SEEN 

Understanding A Social Logic Based On Asymmetry Of Single Visual 
Interaction (ASVI) In Built Space And Its Application In Space Analysis 

WENZHI HUANGFU; WANGLEUNG THOMAS, CHUNG

ABSTRACT 
Visual interaction refers to action of seeing and being seen among human individuals in physical 
space. This phenomenon, by arousing individual’s awareness of being co-present with others, has 
been broadly demonstrated in relevant sociology and environment psychology to have significant 
influence on shaping interpersonal behavior in space. Established upon these, visibility graph (De 
Floriani et al.,1994), usually represented by unblocked edges between vertices, is of interest to space 
syntax model because it diagrammatizes the condition whether pairs of sampled viewer locations are 
mutually visible thus interplaying in particular space.

The main argument of this paper is, although such visibility property spatially preconditions all 
visual-interaction based psychosocial effects, some dualistic psychosocial effects which a space 
location may arouse, including the role sense of disciplined or disciplining in Foucault's social 
discipline theory (1975), the behavior preference of self-performing or spectating in Goffman's 
dramaturgical analysis (1956) and the feeling of security or insecurity in Appleton’s prospect-refuge 
theory (1975) and crime-prevention research (Fisher and Nasar,1992), are more closely related to a 
collection of asymmetry property in its every realizable visual connection. Such asymmetry derives 
from different capacities between two mutually visible individuals in accurately cognizing behavior 
content of each other in respective scene, in other words, the differentiated behavior cognition 
conditions between seeing others and being seen by others that an individual in space can perceive. 
For instance, the side enabling an individual to more easily cognize behavior content of another side 
can arouse a stronger sense of disciplining, spectating, and security in such interaction. However, the 
existing relevant syntactic measurements focus more on either the macroscopic asymmetry of social 
interaction or the asymmetrical visual condition in holistic space, while such locally Asymmetry in 
Single Visual Interaction (ASVI) has less been examined and modeled, thus leaving a potential gap in 
understanding those specific psychosocial effects in space.

On this basis, we, through empirical induction and cognition paradigms reasoning, extract the 
differentiated visual integrity and continuity of respective scenes as two crucial spatio-configuration 
factors in shaping ASVI. Then an alternative ASVI–based syntactic model is developed. To elaborate 
how the model can be used, the paper presents: (i) the abstraction method of architectural plan as 
input data; (ii) a bidirectional computing method for measuring active(seeing) and passive(being seen) 
degree of every space location in its visual interaction with both single visible vertex and all visible 
vertices, and how this can be implemented by Rhino Grasshopper; (iii) the double-value visualization 
representation and social implication of such output values; (iv) some practical limitations of the 
model. Finally, a case study of Adolf Loos’ Moller House is conducted for testing the model’s validity 
and its advantage in describing relevant perceptual space qualities which are commonly narrated in 
academic literatures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Visual interaction refers to action of seeing and being seen among human individuals in physical 
space. It has been broadly demonstrated in relevant sociology, such as the symbolic interaction study 
(Goffman,1955,1956), the social discipline theory (Foucault,1975,1993) and the social stratification 
theory (Bourdieu,1979,1990), as well as in environment psychology, such as the prospect-refuge 
theory (Appleton,1975,1990), the crime-immunization space research (Jacobs,1961; Newman,1972; 
Fisher and Nasar,1992), the evolutionary information-processing model (Kaplan,1987,1989) and the 
privacy regulation theory (Altman,1975), to have significant influence on shaping interpersonal 
behavior in space by arousing individual’s awareness to be co-present with others. Established upon 
these, visibility graph (De Floriani et al.,1994), usually represented by unblocked edges between 
vertices, is of interest to space syntax model because it diagrammatizes the condition whether pairs of 
sampled viewer locations are mutually visible thus interplaying in particular space.

1.1 Conceptual Basis for ASVI Analysis

Although such visibility property spatially preconditions all visual-interaction based psychosocial 
effects, some dualistic psychosocial effects which a space location may arouse, including the role 
sense of disciplined or disciplining in Foucault's social discipline theory (1975), the behavior 
preference of self-performing or spectating in Goffman's dramaturgical analysis (1956) and the feeling 
of security or insecurity in the prospect-refuge theory (Appleton,1975) and the crime-prevention 
research (Fisher and Nasar,1992), are more closely related to a collection of asymmetry property in its 
every realizable visual connection. Such asymmetry derives from the different capacities between two 
mutually visible individuals in accurately cognizing behavior content of each other in respective 
scene, in other words, the differentiated behavior cognition condition between seeing others and being 
seen by others which an individual in space can perceive. For example:

In Foucault's theory (1975), an individual will be disciplined when knowing others around but cannot 
clearly see what they are doing. This feature is embodied in the panopticon metaphor: the prison 
guard can see every corner of the prisoner's life space, while, since hiding in the dark tower, his own 
behavior can be hardly seen by the prisoner. Such unequal status in accurately capturing the behavior 
content of interactive person, therefore, constitutes a condition of shaping the disciplined and 
disciplining social relation in daily life.(Fig.1a)

In Goffman's dramaturgical analysis (1956), our common sense indicates one's performance desire 
will be increasingly aroused when knowing his behavior is being clearly seen by others. In Goffman's 
theater metaphor, every behavior detail of the onstage individual can be accurately cognized by people 
in the spectatory, whereby the performance attribute of his behavior will be unconsciously intensified. 
Conversely, the behavior content of the individual seating in the dark and dense spectatory or 
backstage is more difficult to be accurately cognized by the one onstage, whereby the performance 
attribute of his behavior will unconsciously drop and be replaced by a rising "spectating" identity. 
Therefore, it can be found that the theatrical performance, although involving both sides, will become 
asymmetry with the increasing Asymmetry in Single Visual Interaction (ASVI).(Fig.1b)

In the prospect-refuge theory (Appleton,1975) and the crime-prevention study (Fisher and 
Nasar,1992), the different feelings of security and insecurity also come from the ASVI mechanism. In 
prospect-refuge, the broad view can help an individual to accurately cognize behavior content of 
others outside thus providing him rich opportunity to participate in positive external affairs, while the 
convenience of self-concealing, in turn, interrupts others to clearly know his behavior thus protecting 
him from the unexpected disturbance. Correlatively, in crime-prevention, the broad view and less 
blind area can help individuals to accurately capture the behavior content of people nearby for 
predicting possible invasion, while the convenient escaping, in turn, blocks the gazing of the possible 
suspects. In both cases, the ASVI directly affects the security feeling of the individual.(Fig.1c)
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Fig.1. Asymmetry of Single Visual Interaction(ASVI) in (a) social discipline, (b) theatrical performance and (c) prospect-refuge 
theory.

1.2 Related Work

Diverse syntactic measurements involving the "asymmetry" notion have been explored. Whereas, 
these existing measurements focus more on either the macroscopic asymmetry of social interaction or 
the asymmetrical visual condition in holistic space, while such locally Asymmetry in Single Visual 
Interaction (ASVI), a special spatio-visual attribute for inducing complex social effects between 
disciplined and disciplining, performance and spectating, or security and insecurity feelings, has less 
been examined and generically syntactized, thus leaving a potential gap in understanding those 
specific psychosocial effects framed in space.

One relevant concept is Centrality measurements (Erdos et al.,1960; Freeman,1979) mainly based on 
axial line model (Hillier 1984; Crucitti et al.,2006). By computing the degree of diverse properties, 
such as number, distance, travel time and optimal path, based on the topological graph, this concept 
can describe diverse importance status, such as degree, closeness and betweenness centrality, of a 
segment within the graph. However, since relevant psychosocial effects in the concept are set to 
positively correlate to frequency and density of the body encounter, rather than the concrete visibility 
of individual vertex, such set of measurements is more applicable to macroscopically describe the 
distribution of asymmetrical capacities of information transferring and acquisition of locations in an 
urban network. The asymmetry in every single visual connection between pairs of visible microscopic 
locations cannot be uncovered.

Another concept is Inwardness measurement (Hillier et al.,1986) mainly based on convex space 
models. By comparing the changing trend of regional “integration” after adding the external structure, 
it can effectively describe the asymmetry between introversion and extroversion of the social 
interaction of cases. However, since such asymmetrical directionality measurement needs to put a 
partial configuration into a larger configuration system and is still based on measuring the frequency 
and density of body encounter, it cannot measure the asymmetrical conditions of seeing and being 
seen of individual vertex in a particular configuration. 

The third one is the series of measurements in visibility graph analysis (Turner et al.,2001). By using 
edges to connect “individual viewer” nodes rather than segments or convex units, the model 
distinguishes visibility from body aggregation in analyzing social order so that being more suitable for 
precisely measuring microscopic and “open-plan” architectural layout instead of the macroscopic 
urban network. However, given that the measures of VGA, such as neighborhood size (connectivity) 
and clustering coefficient, mainly aim at identifying the visual structure differences of holistic space, 
in which every sightline connection (edge) contains equal possibilities of seeing and being seen, the 
ASVI has not been measured either.

The model with the most similar aim is the measurement of Visual Exposure and Visual Openness 
(Shach-Pinsly et al.,2007,2011). Influenced by John Archea's (1977) selective conspicuousness notion 
that "visual access" and "visual exposure" offered by architecturally bounded setting are used by 
people to regulate the privacy level, the concept of visual exposure and visual openness was 
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developed from the isovist analysis model. By introducing such double valuing method to particular 
location, this measurement makes it possible to locally identify the interactive asymmetry between 
seeing and being seen. However, the Exposure measuring relies on a weighted sum of spacing 
between pairs of vertices, while the Openness measuring is defined by isovist area of testing vertex. 
This difference makes the model only applicable for extremely limited cases, such as high-rise 
residential area where the input region for measuring openness and exposure does not overlap and can 
be abstracted as a set of dot windows, rather than being syntactized for the more general space 
analysis.

1.3 Aim and Outline

Established upon the above background and basis, this paper seeks to develop an alternative ASVI–
based syntactic model for quantitatively measuring the ASVI, in other words, the active (seeing) and 
passive (being seen) visual interaction properties of locations in two-dimensional built space. The first 
part of this paper explores the two-dimensional space mechanism for influencing the degree of ASVI. 
Based on it, the paper then constructs the measurement rules of ASVI model. To elaborate how the 
model can be used, it presents: (i) the abstraction method of architectural plan as input data; (ii) a 
bidirectional computing method for measuring active (seeing) and passive (being seen) degree of 
every space location in its visual interaction with both single visible vertex and all visible vertices, 
and how this can be implemented by Rhino Grasshopper; (iii) the double-value visualization 
representation and social implication of the output values. Thirdly, a case study of Adolf Loos’ Moller 
House is implemented for testing the model’s validity in describing relevant perceptual space quality 
commonly narrated in academic literatures. Finally, the paper concludes with an exposition about the 
main research limitations.

2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPACE MECHANISM FOR INFLUENCING ASVI
To measure the above degree of the double properties, the active (seeing) and passive (being seen) 
visual interactions, of locations, it is necessary to transform the static and symbolic concept of 
asymmetry of single visual interaction (ASVI) into a gradient and measurable spatio-visual state, in 
other words, to uncover how the accuracy of visual cognition to target person’s behavior in a scene is 
quantitatively influenced by two-dimensional space configuration.

From a common sense, the understanding of a person’s behavior in architectural plans relates to two 
spatial factors: One is the integral degree of the visible surrounding environment where the person 
behave, which can be abbreviated to visual integrity; the other is the enduring time in which the target 
person appears in the scene, in other words, the shortest distance the person can choose when escaping 
from another person’s gaze, which can be abbreviated to visual continuity. It can be empirically found 
out that, the more complete these two factors are, the more accurately the viewer can understand the 
scene narrative.(Fig.2)

Fig.2. Spatial factors including visual integrity (top) and visual continuity (bottom) for influencing accuracy of behavior 
cognition.
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Theoretically, such intuition can be validated by several visual-cognition theories. One is the Gestalt 
theory (Koffka,1935; Goldstein,1939; Köhler,1947; Hochberg,1968), which holds that the human 
brain has an initiative information processing capacity to construct visible content as a meaningful 
whole. As the loss degree of visible content increases, the relevant completion structure will become 
increasingly difficult to be identified, thus making the scene cognition increasingly rely on the 
complement reorganization from the perceiver's brain. In this process, the cognitive deviation between 
the actual and the processed content about such scene is increasingly enlarged. Similarly, another 
theory, Empiricism Perception (Helmholtz,1910; Lazarus and McCleary,1951; Gregory,1974; 
Day,1989) also holds that the scene with information loss will be inferentially reconstructed. 
However, such process depends on the perceiver's experience and knowledge accumulation rather 
than the physiological brain as asserted in Gestalt. As the loss degree of visible signal increases, the 
signified units in a scene will reduce, thus increasing the deviation in such reconstruction. The third is 
Ecological Optics (Gibson,1961,1977,1979; Reed,1987). It holds that the direct visual perception 
realizes by receiving a series of informative optical arrays reflected from the scene objects. During 
movements, the array patterns of change are lawful. For adapting intricate environment, human have 
evolved the ability to extract such invariant array patterns in changing scenes for understanding scene 
narratives. Therefore, any information loss of a scene will disturb the invariants cognition by 
synchronically mutilating the completeness of optical array pattern or diachronically interrupting the 
regularity of its movement sequence. Both of the ways will reduce cognition accuracy. 

On above basis, it can be found that built components like wall and column in an architectural plan 
can make the visual integrity and visual continuity in both active and passive visual interaction of 
considered viewpoint to be different via visual occlusion. This occlusion shapes the asymmetrical 
behavior cognition accuracy in such bidirectional gaze, thus defining the differentiated degree of 
"seeing" and "being seen" properties of the considered location.(Fig.3)

Fig.3. (a) Two-dimensional built component shaping asymmetry in active and passive visual interaction of considered viewer 
point, A or B. (b) Visual scene of viewer A and B.

3. CONSTRUCTING AN ASVI MODEL 
3.1 Abstraction of Architectural Plan as Input Data

Building on the above findings, the actual measurement of ASVI can be conducted via programming.

In the modeling, the built case can be sectioned at 1.7m, the height of the human eye, from the 
standard floor height of major plan zone. If necessary, the plan zone with a slight height difference, 
usually less than 1m, with the major zones can also be involved considering less impact such 
difference evokes. The zones failed to satisfy the above conditions will be eliminated from 
consideration.

The plan area after the above sectioning can be represented by two point matrix systems with the same 
density. One is the main point matrix, including all bodily inhabitable positions in plan. Another is the 
secondary matrix, including all visible contextual positions. Under this rule, the secondary matrix 
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should always cover and sometimes exceed the area of the main matrix. Generally, the interval of 
around 1m between two adjacent tested main points can be set to simulate the walking stride of 
person. Any position which can neither be bodily arrived nor be visually seen in plan will be excluded 
from both matrixes.

Within these established nodes, all built components in plan will be abstracted into two types of 
polyline. The first type refers to the sight-blocking lines such as walls higher than eye height and thick 
columns. The second refers to all path-blocking lines which not only covers all sight-blocking lines 
but also includes lines such as a fence above 0.5m which is hard to step over, or a glass wall which 
blocks physical passage but maintains visual interaction. 

3.2 Asymmetry Degree Measurement To Another Single Viewpoint

Based on the previous cognition theories, the recognition accuracy to a person’s behavior(sp) is 
positively correlating to both the visual integrity(ip) and visual continuity(cp). Quantitatively, we can 
use the product of (ip) and (cp) to measure such accuracy, which means the accumulated amount of 
visible scene information defined by visible information of unit time and the shortest enduring time of 
such information:

sp=ipcp

Procedurally, visual integrity (ip) can be calculated with the following steps: 1.Setting a circle around 
the viewed point B to represent the contextual area of target person behavior. The radius of the circle 
can be adjusted for maximizing the differentiated condition of each location. 2.Connecting the viewed 
point B to all secondary sample points within the circle. The number of connection without 
intersecting with any sight-blocking wall line can describe the whole effective contextual area of 
target person(Me). 3.Connecting the viewer point A to all effective points in step 2. The number of 
connection without intersecting with any sight-blocking wall line can describe the watchable 
contextual area of target person from viewer in point A(Mw). 4.The ratio of step 3 to step 2 could 
quantitatively describe the visual integrity in which point B exposes to point A(ip):(Fig.4a)

ip=Mw/Me

Similarly, visual continuity(cp) can be calculated by several steps: 1.Connecting the viewer point A to 
all the secondary sample points in the plan. The points of which connection line intersects with any 
sight-blocking wall line can describe the blind positions of point A. 2.Connecting the target point B to 
all blind points in step 1. If the connection line intersects with any path-blocking wall line, defining 
the shortest polyline which goes through any other secondary point as the effective connection line. 
3.Selecting the shortest one of all effective connection lines in step 2 to describe the shortest sight-
escaping distance a person could choose(N), in other words, the visual continuity of which point B 
exposed to point A(cp):

cp=N

Within the above measuring logic, the considered viewpoint will be given double values, (X) and (Y). 
The (X) is produced in direction this viewpoint actively views target person as the degree of “seeing” 
property, while (Y) is produced in direction this viewpoint is passively viewed by target person as the 
degree of “being seen” property. In such manner, the degree of both active (seeing) and passive (being 
seen) visual interaction properties of the considered viewpoint to another single viewpoint can be 
described as below:(Fig.4a)

(X, Y)=(sp , sp')=[ip cp, ip' cp']

3.3 Asymmetry Degree Measurement To Overall Viewshed

In actual space analysis, the target person may appear in every points of viewshed of viewer. In this 
sense, the behavior recognition accuracy to a whole viewshed(sn) can be measured as the summation 
of synthetic information completeness of every inhabitable location of target person:

sn=∑(sp1+sp2+sp3......+spn)
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Being similar with logic of two interactive viewpoints, the considered viewpoint will also be given 
double values, (X) and (Y). The (X) is produced in direction the viewer views all potential locations 
of target person in his viewshed represented by the main point matrix. The (Y) is produced in 
direction this viewer is viewed by all above potential locations of target person. In such manner, the 
degree of both active (seeing) and passive (being seen) visual interaction properties of of a considered 
viewpoint to its whole viewshed can be described as the continuous addition formulation:(Fig.4b)

(X, Y)=(sn , sn')

Fig.4. (a) Asymmetry degree measurement to another single viewpoint. (b) Asymmetry degree measurement to overall 
viewshed.

3.4 Possible Sub-Measurement Operation

Like other spatio-visual syntactic models, the ASVI model has multiple sub-measurements based on 
diverse purposes. For example, the absolute connectivity takes all visible points into measurement to 
describe the absolute interactive asymmetry of a location, while the external connectivity describes 
the relative asymmetry of a location by defining all points in single convex space equally expose to 
each other or have other interactive behaviors which can restrain the visual interaction function.

3.5 Output Data Representation and Its Perception Meaning

In above measurements, the double values, active X and passive Y, of every location point can be 
visualized as two concentric circles with respective areas to reveal several basic aspects of spatio-
visual conditions associated with relevant social logic implications:

On one aspect, the distribution of absolute value, X, can describe the conditional difference of each 
location to visually cognizing others' behaviors, which associates with sense of disciplining, 
spectating and security; the distribution of absolute value, Y, can describe the conditional difference 
of each location to be visually cognized by others, which associates with sense of disciplined, self-
performance and insecurity. 

On another aspect, the concrete perception of every location is defined by the interrelation of its X and 
Y. First, if X is higher than Y, relevant location has active visual-interaction condition, being an area 
with more remarkable psychosocial effects of disciplining, spectating and security feeling; if smaller, 
such location has passive visual-interaction condition, being an area with more remarkable 
psychosocial effects of disciplined, performance and insecurity feeling. Second, the greater difference 
between X and Y means the higher interactive asymmetry of a location; the closer difference means 
the more symmetrical interaction condition a location has. Third, when the ratio is constant, the higher 
total value, X plus Y, implicates the location can both more easily gaze others and be gazed by others 
than the location with lower total value. 

4. VERIFICATION OF ASVI MODEL: EXAMINING THE CORRELATION BETWEEN 
SPACE PERCEPTION AND ASVI MEASUREMENT RESULT OF ADOLF LOOS' 
MOLLER HOUSE
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After constructing the ASVI model, the following part aims at using the perception recording about 
the interior space of Adolf Loos' Moller House, which is commonly narrated in relevant academic 
literatures, to verify the measuring accuracy of the model.

4.1 Background and Feasibility

Located in Pötzleinsdorf, Vienna, Moller House was built for Hans Moller, one textile businessman, 
and his wife Anny Moller in 1927-1928. Within a base area of 132 square meters, the house owns four 
floors and a basement. The first floor serves as the service space for the whole villa, accommodating 
reception room, washing room, storeroom, steward room and servant room, etc.; the second floor 
serves as the main public living space of the house, including a central hall, a music salon, a dining 
room, a ladies living alcove, a host's library, a kitchen area and a garden balcony; the upper two 
floors, different from the first two floors, accommodate more intimate spaces, such as bedroom, 
bathroom and guest bedroom, etc.

This case is ideal for the present research in two aspects. The first one lies in the thematic consistency. 
Adolf Loos' house design has been widely recognized to have a remarkable visual interaction feature 
among its different interior "public" spaces (Münz and Künstler,1966; Gravagnuolo,1982; Beek,1988; 
Colomina,1990,1994,1996; Munch et al.,2000; Xiong,2014; Long,2016). The windows in Loos’ 
house are usually opaque or covered with sheer curtains and a sofa is often placed under them thereby 
forcing the occupants sitting with their back to it, seeing forward to the interior room 
(Colomina,1996). Some scholars such as Gravagnuolo (1982), Colomina (1990) and Xiong (2014), 
have more specifically described that, via such emphasized visual interaction among interior spaces, 
the living floor of Moller House could be perceived as a series of “theater stages” and “auditoriums” 
of which the roles could be remarkably cognized in particular positions and times to shape rich 
spiritual connotation about domesticity. Such perceptual feature of evoking occupants’ behavior 
preference of performing or spectating is well attuned to the measurement agenda of our ASVI model. 
The second aspect is the technical feasibility. This house is large enough to develop a statistically 
feasible sample for relevant analysis methods, while also small enough to be completely tested. Also, 
comparing with some other Loos' houses, the kernel floor of Moller House, such as the public living 
floor, although having slightly height difference constructed under the influence of Raumplan theory, 
is generally in a recognizable plane system. This relative integrated plane feature can make the two-
dimensional configuration based model analysis reliably represent the actual spatial state. In addition, 
many scholars have written about this house, offering personal descriptions of their experiences. 
These rich literatures could provide enough perceptual reference in the accuracy examination of our 
model measurement.

4.2 Perceptual Space Quality

To date, the commonly-recognized perceptual space quality about Moller House’ visual interaction 
feature and the design intention underneath such perception includes several aspects below:

1. The continuous spectator-performer identity transformation in dining room and music room. A 
broad and centered opening between these two rooms helps to frame each other. In this setting, the 
activity in the dining room is visually transformed into a picturesque scene or an on-going dramatic 
performance for occupants in music room where the sound of piano is just as an accompanying for 
this performance. Meanwhile, since the dining room also has enough visual paths to the music room 
through such centered opening, it also plays as an auditorium for occupants to watch the music room’s 
scene that may look like an afternoon tea in which some people are playing piano while some are 
talking leisurely (Colomina,1996; Xiong,2014). Through shaping such mutual framing between the 
dining room and the music room (Gravagnuolo,1982), Loos bridges architecture and human emotional 
life by making the interior an empathic background about the memory of domesticity (Xiong,2014).

2. The separation between physical passage and spectating path. Comparing with the remarkable 
visual connection, the front physical passage between the dining room and the music room can be 
perceived as unencouraged from either the narrow and inconspicuous stair design or the rising 
surveilled feeling in their connecting staircases when approaching (Colomina,1996; Xiong,2014). 
Being similar with the insurmountable line between the stage and the auditorium in a theater where 
the performer will barely go into the auditorium and the spectator will barely walk onto the stage 
(Xiong,2014), this feature strengthens the rooms’ identity metaphor of stage and auditorium perceived 
from their mutual framing.
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3. The guided spectating behavior preference in dynamic circulation. The stair leading to living floor 
with two side openings, instead of directing toward forthcoming space, frames people's sightline back 
to the front lobby he just passed through, or the cloakroom (Colomina,1990). Similarly, people in the 
passage of the central hall of the living floor will be directed to turn his eyes to either side, the music 
room or the ladies’ alcove. Such sightline design inducing the behavior of looking back or beside 
transforms the circulation in Moller House into a moving auditorium which links a series of disperse 
domesticity stages played by static areas (Long,2016; Xiong,2014). By designing such intentional 
framing on the way, Loos makes his house is a device for arousing the important moment of family 
life (Xiong,2014).

In summary, the perceptual nature of Moller House’ living floor, through Loos’ own description and 
scholars’ empirical interpretation, can be understood as a series of stage and auditorium systems 
where the domesticity trace can be framed, aroused and remembered. Such theatricality is shaped in 
two ways. One is the static empathy in public room, which is inspired by the room’s ever-changing 
peripheral scene emphasized in mutual framing. The separation of physical and visual connection 
between public rooms helps to reinforce the rooms’ identity metaphor of stage and auditorium which 
cannot be frontally traversed either; The other is the dynamic empathy in circulation, which is aroused 
by the concretionary scene and moment captured through elaborately-directed view. The interior of 
Moller House is, in fact, continuously staying in the vibration of these two situations. It is the 
incompatibility of these topics as well as the tension in-between their respective structures that defines 
the theatricality of Moller House (Munch et al.,2000).

4.3 Measurement Method

The house is sectioned at 1.7m from the height of major plan zone of living floor, the music room, the 
central hall and the passage. As mentioned in the previous plan abstraction part, the alcove, the dining 
room, the kitchen area and the library with around 0.75m higher than the major plan zone are involved 
considering the limited impact such height difference could bring and the remarkable visual 
interaction occurs between major plan zone and them in horizontal direction.

The measurement is implemented within the inhabitable area of the house interior while the outside 
areas will not be sampled. As Corbusier (1925) and Colomina (1996) have noticed that visual 
interaction between interior and exterior of Loos’ house is intentionally suppressed via the opaque and 
sheer curtains-covered window and the arrangement of the stationary-mounted furniture around it. 
Such sampling range is argued to more accurately reflect the actual perception. 

The “relative” ASVI measurement is applied with such sample point matrix, considering that the 
visual interaction within single convex space is generally restrained by other interactive acts. The 
division of convex space is based on both functional and morphological clues.(Fig.5)

Fig.5. Measuring result map and table of ASVI model.

4.4 Measurement Result
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1. The continuous spectator-performer identity transformation in dining room and music room. ASVI 
testing result reveals that both the music room and dining room contain both active-interaction zone 
and passive-interaction zone in their different locations. The area ratio of active one to passive one in 
music room is around 0.42, while that of dining room is around 1. This data indicates, when slightly 
moving within each room, people can unceasingly feel either to be more remarkably gazed as a 
performer or to more conveniently watch the activity in other rooms as a spectator. This continuous 
interchange between the subjects and objects corresponds to the mutual framing spatial quality 
perceived in both rooms (Colomina,1996; Xiong,2014).(Fig.6)

Fig.6. Output data relating to the continuous spectator-performer identity transformation in dining room and music room

2. The separation between physical passage and spectating path. The result also presents that, the 
front junction between dining room and music room have an increasingly higher "exposure"(Y) value 
than their nearby circulation sections. The similar but less remarkable situation also appears in the 
front junction from the central hall to ladies’ alcove. This result means that person’s intention to pass 
through the two areas from such noticeable front connection will be suppressed by the increasingly-
surveilled perception as approaching. However, as a compensation, a roundabout connecting path 
exists in the respective flank of these two pairs of static areas. The tested locations in these paths 
present an obviously lower “exposure”(Y) value than the average value of both front junctions and 
relevant static zones, which indicates a potential encouragement for people to walk along these paths 
to enter each static room unnoticeably. Such differentiated “exposure"(Y) values in the two types of 
connecting systems corresponds to Colomina (1996)’s perception about the separated physical and 
visual connection in the house.(Fig.7)

Fig.7. Output data relating to the separation between physical passage and spectating path.

3. The guided spectating behavior preference in dynamic circulation. Apart from the data of static 
rooms, the testing result in dynamic circulation reveals that, except for the staircase areas for entering 
different floor, 85 percent areas of circulation is an active-interaction zone with a higher "seeing"(X) 
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value than "exposure"(Y) value. Also, except for that staircase areas, all absolute “exposure”(Y) 
values of circulation stay in the smallest 40 percent of that of all sampled public area. This data result 
corresponds to its dominant psychological effect of spectating perceived by visitors and the “stage” 
identity the static rooms play in their visual interaction with dynamic circulation (Gravagnuolo,1982; 
Xiong,2014).(Fig.8)

Fig.8. Output data relating to the guided spectating behavior perference in dynamic circulation.

4.5 Discussion

By examining the cumulative relative frequency distribution of absolute value, the space perception of 
1 and 3 can be quantitatively described with ASVI measurement. In the meanwhile, the space 
perception of 2 can be quantitatively described through the changing trend of the adjacent output data 
of ASVI model. This fact demonstrates that, within these particular statistical methods, ASVI model 
is effective to measure (i) the global distribution of both the information-capture probability to others' 
behavior as well as the information-exposure probability to others' gaze; (ii) the status of active or 
passive-interaction zone of every location and its degree, which directly indicates the concrete 
psychological effects, including sense of disciplined and disciplining, performing and spectating, as 
well as insecurity and security.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a new syntactic model for measuring the ASVI-based perception in 
two-dimensional built space. The resulting graph is a bidirectional behavior-cognition capacity graph 
of locations within the space. We have also examined the correlation between the commonly 
recognized perception recording about Loos’ Moller House and the model output data of it. The result 
verified the measurement validity of the established ASVI model. 

Admittedly, the present research has several technical and theoretical limitations. First, the current 
model mainly considers the enduring influence evoked by fixed space configuration. If necessary, 
further work is needed by involving the lighting factor which will bring an instantaneous influence to 
the cognition of person’s behaviors, the asymmetrical degree of single visual interaction. Second, the 
model mainly considers the two-dimensional plan. More research is needed for extending it into three-
dimensional space. Third, the positive correlation between perception and measurement is found in 
the present case. The result involving more cases is left for further examination.
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